by Michael J. Garrison
Eight South African students attempted to correct the "often stereotyped and inaccurate" opinion American students hold concerning the apartheid system.

The eight made a presentation of South African views on apartheid and education in South Africa to an MIT audience on April 20th. The students gave their names at the meeting, but later declined to give their names to The Tech for fear of persecution upon return to South Africa.

"We have learned from the mistakes of others," a panelist explained. "This is not only a political struggle but also an economic struggle. We have lawyers and businessmen, and they are saying that their interests and the white interests are the same. We have a lot to lose if we continue on this road."

The students are sponsored in the United States through the Educational Opportunity Council, an educational group run by South African blacks.

The Tech photo by Donald Chan

Professor of Mathematics Arthur R. Mattuck, to his third Big Screw Award. Mattuck, who had $100,000 in his name, was awarded Alpha Phi Omega's 2½-foot long left-handed aluminum screw in 1997 and 1989. The Department of Mathematics feted its new screw with 889.98, followed by the Institute Tenure Committee (533.83). The $488.11 collected will be donated to a charity of Mattuck's choosing.

MIT admists Class of '90

By David B. Hamilton
InFoCus, the official publication of the InterFraternity Council (IFC), will resume publication this year, according to Paul Parfomak, the group's editor. The paper will return after a hiatus of nearly a semester.
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